
“They” – Who?

Description

I am always confused when I hear US this and US that … US wants this and Europe wants that. Really
who is US? who are these people beyond the words US? the people of the US? certainly not … the
neocons? pls. then who?

Don’t tell me it is Joe Sixpack. certainly does not seem to be el Presidente … he is just talking about
Nuking poor Mehico …

So, back to the question WHO is it really. In real life that you and me can understand (we are two
people and keep arguing against each other about who was first in line), how could this huge
administration, media come up with a line that few people know what really is and we do not know
WHAT they even want…

So, for us humble people please define first the WHO then it would be easier to understand what “they”
want. Then we have to look in the past … what they have done to be expelled and get that reputation
all over the world, and we could easy predict what “they” want …. in the words of George Carlin more
for themselves and less for you: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oBo8CJxatQ

Here is Woodrow Wilson talking about WHAT this is … he was an outsider, but being president was
able to observe

“Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men’s views confided to me privately. Some of the biggest
men in the United States, in the field of commerce and manufacture, are afraid of somebody, are afraid
of something. They know that there is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so
interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they had better not speak above their breath when they
speak in condemnation of it.” The New Freedom (1913), Page 5, Section I: “The Old Order Changeth”,
by Dr. Thomas Woodrow Wilson the 28th President of the United States.

Don’t worry people, we have been here before … no worries, we will make it to the other side.
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